
Replenishment Specialist

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

A opportunity that will utilize organizational, customer service, communication, and creative skills.
Also, an opportunity in which to gain further professional experience and room.

Skills

Supply Chain, Technical Skills.

Work Experience

Replenishment Specialist
ABC Corporation  2009 – 2010 
 Utilized the available system to attain and hold the correct level of inventory in the 

distribution center as well as stores.
 Conducted category analysis, implemented category management philosophies and handled 

all other facets of product management.
 Ordered, tracked and expedited $50M in retail dollars for 2009 for Juvenile Party, Age-Related 

Party and Infant Party.
 Launched new Kids Party Pattern programs; uploaded, ordered, and followed up on all 

products for category updates and met all deadlines.
 Developed direct-to-store orders for all locations to ensure that each had the correct level of 

inventory at all times.
 Maintained the correct level of inventory in the distribution center to ensure that the chain is 

replenished in a timely manner to attain positive sales.
 Assessed store sales of front-end products; resulted in the elimination of non-essential 

products and create savings.

Replenishment Specialist
ABC Corporation  2004 – 2009 
 Job duties included the prioritizing of stock that required replenishment for the day.
 Once that was completed I would then using an RF gun to locate the stock in the various 

stockrooms, check out said stock, and then place stock on the sales floor in the designated 
locations.

 Would do that for the duration of my shift.
 Depending on how long I was scheduled to work I could pull and place anywhere from 200-

400 items.
 I always strove to go above and beyond when completing the various tasks I was assigned.
 Which means I worked quickly, and efficiently maximizing the most of my time and energy to 

ensure all tasks were completed thoroughly so that I could move on to the next task as 
quickly as possible.

 Skills Used Proritizing of time and energy Problem solving Attention to detail Quick learning.
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Education

B.A. - (Illinois Benedictine College - Lisle, IL)
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